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Wild in Art 

• Global leader in the creation 
of art trails

• Over 60 events in cities on 5 
continents

• Over 6,000 artworks directly 
contributing £2.4m into 
creative economies

• Over 850,000 children 
engaged in creative projects

• Raised over £15m for charity





Wild in Art believes passionately in the importance of 
creativity in the classroom.  

Our events are purposefully designed to include a curriculum
linked learning programme which enables thousands of young
people to experience the importance of creativity within school,
but also their wider community.

Children and young people are at the heart of every community, and so this
core engagement with education establishments facilitates a community
wide, grass routes connection and pride in the project.

Our learning programme sculptures can give young people from across
nursery, primary, secondary and special education settings, the opportunity
to decorate their own sculptures, for display inside participating cultural hubs
and community venues. The sculptures are a perfect canvas to inspire
creativity.





Laudato Si': On Care for Our Common Home - An 
appeal from Pope Francis for an inclusive dialogue about how 
we are shaping the future of our planet. 

In response, we have developed a creative learning project, 
that gives young people a framework to learn, discover and 
explore more about the impact humans are having on their 
environment. But more than just learning, it gives them platform 
to share their knowledge and use it to effect positive change.



Climate change is the defining issue of our time. It affects 
everything we need to live healthy sustainable lives: from 
where we live, what we eat, the health of our environment, 
transport, weather and global infrastructure, to our 
livelihoods and the future of our younger generations. 

Over the last few years, young people have demanded 
action to tackle the climate crisis which will impact their 
future. They understand that climate change is everyone’s 
responsibility, and are as eager to learn, as they are to 
educate others. They have risen to the challenge and are 
the biggest advocates of how small changes, can make 
BIG impacts. They are the future leaders of society and 
will be the ones handling the consequences of this global 
problem.



Doodle Earth: Get the Creative Bug! is an exciting new 
collaboration project, brought specifically to schools in 

the Diocese of Salford by the creators of Bee in the City



We are proud to unveil our newest sculpture, created 
in consultation with our conservation charity partner 
Buglife, the only organisation in Europe devoted to 

the conservation of all invertebrates. 

Dung beetles play a crucial role in 
natural and agricultural ecosystems



Did you know?....

Dung beetles are worth £365 million annually to 
the UK economy for services fertilising the land

Dung beetles are in sharp decline across the UK due to a number of factors:
• Changing farming practices where livestock are no longer present in 

traditional pastures
• The effect of animal treatments for intestinal parasites on the beetles
• Ploughing up of the ground

Dung beetles use the stars to navigate

Without them dung 
would continue to 
release greenhouse 
gases such as 
methane into the 
atmosphere adding to 
climate change risks



‘If we and the rest of 
the back-boned 
animals were to 
disappear overnight, 
the rest of the world 
would get on pretty 
well. But if the 
invertebrates were 
to disappear, the 
world’s ecosystems 
would collapse.’

Sir David Attenborough



This Learning Programme seamlessly dovetails in to a public art 
installation trail, offering the region’s future generation of bright, and as 
yet undiscovered, creative talent a huge showcasing opportunity. Their 
bugs will be displayed in cultural and leisure hubs, standing loud and 
proud for thousands of visitors to enjoy and sharing their messages of 
hope about the future of our ‘common home’.

Students are encouraged to visit their masterpiece by visiting the 
installations with their classmates. Together with friends and family they 
will become intrepid explorers, discovering or perhaps rediscovering 
hidden gems, attractions and facilities on their doorstep that they never 
knew existed or previously didn’t think were for them.

The installations will be in place from mid-August 2020, so pupils can 
explore with their families during the summer break. They will stay in 
position until the end of September, allowing plenty of time for class visits 
and other events and venue activations. 





Wild in Art events celebrate the power of creativity to engage children 
and young people in cross-curricular learning through fun, hands-on 
and inspirational arts activities. We passionately champion the 
importance of art for everybody and the social, cultural and 
educational benefits art provides. 

This project gives you an exciting opportunity to respond to the Pope’s 
appeal, by getting children and young people talking about topics such 
as global citizenship, environmental crisis and issues affecting our 
natural world. But more than that, it also gives them a creative platform 
to share both their concerns and their solutions with a much wider 
audience.

“Our design was inspired by our school slogan ‘We Care’. In 
art lessons, we have been learning about the impact that 

humans are having on the environment. We need to do what 
we can to protect our amazing planet and the beautiful 

animals that live on it. Our Elmer design showcases this, and 
will hopefully inspire others to care too.” 

Wellfield Middle School, Whitley Bay



“Our Bee is based on the pupils’ love and respect for the environment. 
Part of the Bee represents the school with the use of an acorn for the 
base. The Bee itself represents the school’s eco-friendly ethos and is 
decorated using recycled materials” 

Chorlton Park Primary School, Manchester

“Our gorilla is inspired by our school motto of ‘Care, Aspire, Achieve’. Gus 
has been designed by Julia Buczkowska, one of our Year 5 students. Our 
motto means that children are at the heart of everything we do. The staff, 

parents and children are very proud of our caring school and our many 
achievements. With this in mind our design is inspired by the need to 

preserve our planet and every creature that lives here.” 

Springfield School, Jersey

“Our design was inspired by our children’s worries about plastic waste and 
the impact this is having on the environment. Our impact on the 

environment is the elephant in the room: man-made waste is a mammoth 
issue, and our use of plastics is causing extensive damage to ecosystems 

around the world. Our eco-themed Elmer will be covered in different 
examples of plastic waste. This ‘mammoth’ will hopefully remind everyone 

of the need to reduce our plastic ‘hoof print’, or face extinction.” 

Dame Allan's Junior School and Nursery, Newcastle



Doodlebug Package
£750.00 plus VAT

● A blank dung beetle sculpture 
● A cross-curricular creative learning resource pack 
● Attendance for two staff for an inspiration briefing event
● Exhibition of the sculpture in a high-profile, thought provoking  art 

installation
● Inclusion in the event’s trail map, website and associated collateral
● Attendance for up to 2 young people and 2 staff on a digital training 

workshop and CPD opportunity, where you will be able to create 3D 
digital renderings of your bug sculpture for inclusion in our virtual 
reality bug environment. Taking your creations in to a new world of 
augmented reality and bringing your creativity to an even wider 
audience.

● Unlimited entries in a creative writing competition, where pupils can 
respond to the Pope’s ‘Laudato Si’



Upgrade to the Lovebug Package
Additional sculptures £500.00 plus VAT each

If your school missed out on taking part in the Bee in the City project, 
you can purchase one or more now in addition to your beetle, for 

double to bug fun.
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Place your order now and 
secure your involvement

https://forms.gle/YLZuXFnDvzXqgrVs7
https://forms.gle/YLZuXFnDvzXqgrVs7


Timeline

• From Feb 2020 - Learning Programme packages are available to 
schools from the Diocese of Salford    

• 31 March 2020 Deadline to place final orders for this project 
• April 2020 Information, inspiration and briefing sessions for lead 

project coordinators in participating schools and community 
organisations.

• End April/Early May 2020 Sculptures available for collection or 
delivery.

• End of summer term 2020 All completed sculptures returned to 
Wild in Art.

• Mid Aug 2020 Sculptures exhibited in cultural and leisure venues 
throughout Salford.

• End of September 2020 Sculptures returned to schools and 
community groups as a legacy of the project.

Be part of this creative movement for change





What makes a successful Learning Programme:

• Celebrates young creativity and helps schools demonstrate their 
commitment to arts in education and creativity in the classroom

• Uses the sculpture as a catalyst to explore the impacts of climate 
change on our environment

• Gives children and young people an opportunity to experiment with 
different art forms and mediums

• Develops links & strategic partnerships for schools with their wider 
communities

• Offers a platform for young people to showcase their artwork, voice 
their options and share them with a wider audience

• Unifies young voices
• Encourages families to explore their town and engage with the arts, 

cultural sites and green spaces
• The opportunity to set design briefs to promote work force readiness
• Fosters community cohesion
• Maps creative activities in a cross curricular way



Continued…
• Enables parental engagement with the town/cities offer 
• Offers training and development opportunities for school staff
• Gives young people an opportunity to fundraise for charity
• Generates ‘magical’ PR opportunities and positive education news 

stories
• The sculpture gives us a vehicle to explore and celebrate equality,           

diversity and acceptance in the classroom
• Encourages collaboration between schools 



For more information, please see our project 
information collateral or contact;

Annie Laughrin
Creative, Learning and Special Projects Manager
Wild in Art
Mob: 07961 674 663
Email: annie@wildinart.co.uk

Click here to order and secure your sculptures now!  

mailto:annie@wildinart.co.uk
https://forms.gle/YLZuXFnDvzXqgrVs7

